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We show that s waves, that is wave functions that only depend on a hyperradius, are entangled if and only
if the corresponding Wigner functions exhibit negative domains. We illustrate this feature using a special class
of s waves which allows us to perform the calculations analytically. This class includes a Gaussian, a maxi-
mally entangled as well as a “shell” state.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.74.042323 PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Ud, 42.50.p
I. INTRODUCTION
According to Schrödinger 1 entanglement is the trait of
quantum mechanics. The Wigner phase space distribution
2,3 can display negative domains due to quantum correla-
tions between position and momentum. An s wave is built up
4 by interference. In the present paper, we bring these three
seemingly distinct facts together and relate entanglement to
negative volumes of Wigner functions. Moreover, we study
the dependence of entanglement on the number of space di-
mensions.
Our study concentrates on wave functions which depend
on the hyperradius r only. They correspond to angular mo-
mentum zero and carry the name s waves. However in order
to fully characterize these waves, in particular with regard to
their sole dependence on the hyperradius, we call such s
waves hyperradial s waves.
The example of two particles which live in d dimensions
and whose total angular momentum vanishes bring out most
clearly the need for this distinction. Even when both particles
have a vanishing angular momentum and are described by
wave functions 1 and 2 which depend on hyperradius s1
and s2 in d dimensions the total wave function 1s12s2
might not be expressible solely in terms of the hyperradius
r=s12+s22 in D=2d dimensions. As a consequence such an s
wave is not a hyperradial s wave. The case of a Gaussian
wave function is an important exception since the product of
two Gaussian s waves involves the hyperradius in D=2d
only.
The Gaussian exception provides also the link to the
Wigner function: The only state with a Wigner function
which is positive everywhere is a Gaussian. For all other
states and in particular all other hyperradial s waves, the
Wigner function must take negative values.
Wigner’s phase space distribution 2,3 brings out most
clearly the interference nature of quantum mechanics. A hy-
perradial s wave is a wave function, where interference is
most prominent 4. The Wigner function of such an s wave
depends on r and the absolute value k of the wave vector, k,
but also on the angle u between r and k. This fact expresses
a special correlation between r and k, which manifests itself
in negative parts of the corresponding Wigner function.
On the other hand, a hyperradial s wave in D=2d dimen-
sions can be interpreted as a wave function of two entangled
particles in d dimensions. Several measures of entanglement
5 offer themselves to quantify the amount of entanglement
contained in such an s wave. Here we choose entanglement
as determined by the von Neumann entropy 6 and compare
and contrast it to the volume 7 contained in the negative
parts of the Wigner function. In addition we consider a par-
ticular Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt CHSH sum 8.
On first sight our result seems to be in contradiction with
a paper 9 by Bell. He has emphasized that the Wigner
function of the prototype of the entangled state, that is, the
original Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen EPR state 10, is no-
where negative. To be sure, the Wigner function of the EPR
state is the product of two delta functions. The problem of
the appropriate interpretation of a delta function can be
avoided by considering 11 the limiting process of a
squeezed two-particle Gaussian. Here indeed the correspond-
ing Wigner function is nowhere negative. However, there is
no contradiction to the present work since the EPR wave
function is not of the form of an s wave.
The negative domains of Wigner functions as an indicator
of the nonclassical nature of a quantum state has recently
been proposed. Three approaches to quantify these domains
stand out: i find bounds on integrals 12 of the Wigner
distributions over some subregion or contour of the phase
plane for one-dimensional quantum systems, ii use the con-
trast 13, familiar from optics, defined by the moduli of the
integrals over the domains of phase space where the Wigner
function is positive and negative, and consider the deviation
from unity, and iii calculate the phase space volume of the
difference 7 between the Wigner function and its absolute
value. Our measure of negative domains is closely related to
the method iii. However we are not aware of any literature
which tries to connect entanglement to the negative domains
of the Wigner function.
Recently, papers 14–16 have discussed the question of
an appropriate measure of entanglement for identical par-
ticles such as bosons and fermions. In contrast to that our
analysis focuses on the wave function of the motion and
neglects the spin degrees of freedom.
Our paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we prove that
hyperradial s waves are entangled if and only if the corre-
sponding Wigner function assumes negative values. Our
proof is based on the Hudson-Piquet theorem 3 generalized
17 to higher dimensions: The only Wigner function that is
positive everywhere is a Gaussian. On the other hand the
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only separable hyperradial s state is a Gaussian. We then
illustrate our approach using an elementary s wave in D di-
mensions. For this particular wave function we find in Sec.
III the Schmidt decomposition which allows us to evaluate in
Sec. IV two measures of the entanglement, namely the von
Neumann entropy and the nonclassicality defined by the
CHSH sum 8. We finally turn in Sec. V to the approach
based on the Wigner function. For this purpose we first cal-
culate the Wigner function of a hyperradial s-wave function.
It depends not only on the absolute values of position and
momentum but also on the angle between them. The negative
domains in phase space clearly depend on this angle. In order
to quantify these domains we introduce in Sec. VI the nega-
tive volume of the Wigner function and make the connection
to the entanglement. We conclude in Sec. VII by summariz-
ing our results and providing an outlook.
II. A GENERAL ARGUMENT
In this section we bring to light the intimate connection
between the negative domains of the Wigner function and
entanglement, which exists for hyperradial s waves. For this
purpose we consider two particles each of which live in d
dimensions, that is, D2d and r= s1 ,s2 leading to the
s-wave function
Dr Dr 2ds1,s2 2ds12 + s22 . 1
We define a hyperradial s wave which is separable by the
condition that the wave function
s1,s2 = 1s12s2 2
factorizes into a product of two wave functions correspond-
ing to two separable particles. Obviously a Gaussian satisfies
this functional relationship. However, we now recall 18
that a Gaussian is the only function that satisfies this condi-
tion.
Since s1 and s2 enter the wave function D in a symmet-
ric way through rs1
2+s2
21/2 we find with the help of the
chain rule
1
s1
r
s1
=
r
r
1
r
=
1
s2
r
r
r
s2
. 3
The product representation, Eq. 2, translates this relation
into
1
s1
1s1
s1
2s2 =
1
s2
2s2
s2
1s1 4
which after division by 1s12s2 yields the condition
1
s1
1s1
s1
1
1s1
=
1
s2
2s2
s2
1
2s2
 −  . 5
In the last step we have used the familiar argument in sepa-
rating variables and have introduced the constant  of sepa-
ration.
The unique normalizable solution of Eq. 5 reads
1s = 2s = Ne−s
2/2
, 6
where N is a normalization constant. Consequently the
Gaussian state is the only hyperradial s state that is sepa-
rable.
On the other hand, Gaussian states of the form
r = N exp− r · A · r + b · r 7
are the only states whose Wigner functions are positive ev-
erywhere 17. Here A is a self-adjoint positive definite ma-
trix and b is a complex D-dimensional vector. Only in the
case that A is proportional to the unit matrix and b=0 is the
state r an s state.
Hence, the only hyperradial s state that is separable has a
Wigner function which is non-negative. Therefore, hyperra-
dial s states are entangled if and only if the corresponding
Wigner function assumes negative domains.
III. ELEMENTARY s WAVE
Our analysis of entanglement contained in s waves is
based on an elementary s-wave function introduced in the
present section. We first briefly summarize important proper-
ties of this wave function and then derive the eigenvalues of
the one-particle reduced density matrix necessary for calcu-
lating the entanglement discussed in the next section.
A. Definition
The wave function in D dimensions that forms the basis
of the present discussion reads
Dr Dr  NaD1 + ar2−D/4e−1/2r
2
, 8
where
NaD  1 + 12aD2 + 12a2D−1/2 9
and rx12+x22+¯ +xD2 .
This function reduces to the Gaussian
G
Dr = −D/4e−1/2r
2
10
for a=0 and to the “shell” wave function
S
Dr = NSD−D/4r2e−1/2r
2
11
when we take the limit a→ ± with
NSD  lim
a→
aNaD = 2DD + 2−1/2. 12
Hence, the parameter a interpolates between the two ex-
tremes, that is the Gaussian and the “shell” wave function.
The two functions G
D
and S
D have also been studied
in other contexts. In particular, emphasis has been put on the
dependence of their kinetic energies 19 and their time evo-
lution 20 in the absence of external fields, on the number D
of dimensions.
The wave function
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max
D r = NmaxD 1 − 2Dr2−D/4e−1/2r2 13
with N
max
D D /21/2 which emerges from the elementary s
wave, Eq. 8, for a=−2/D will play an important role
throughout the paper. The corresponding state is the orthogo-
nal complement to the Gaussian in the space spanned by the
functions in Eq. 8. In the next section we will show that

max
D
corresponds to a maximally entangled state.
Instead of the function D defined by Eq. 8, we might
consider the scaled wave function
Dr  NaD1 + ar22/D/4e−1/2r
2
, 14
where  is real and positive. It is, however, easy to see that
all three measures that we consider in this work, namely, the
entanglement, the CHSH sum, and the negative part of
Wigner function, are independent of . Hence, we consider
only the function of Eq. 8, corresponding to =1.
B. State vector representation
In the first step of our analysis we use a complete set of
orthonormal functions in dD /2 dimensions to express
D as an entangled two-particle state vector. In this way we
map the quantum system with continuous variables onto one
with discrete variables.
For r= s1 ,s2 the elementary s wave, Eq. 8, reads
2ds1,s2 = Na2d1 + as12 + as22−d/2e−1/2s1
2+s2
2
.
15
The orthonormal set of functions
0s = −d/4e−1/2s
2
16
and
2s = d2
1/21 − 2ds2−d/4e−1/2s2 17
allows us to expand 2ds1 ,s2 as the sum
2ds1,s2 = c000s10s2 + c020s12s2
+ c202s10s2 18
with the coefficients
c00  Na2d1 + ad =
1 + ad
1 + ad2 + a2d1/2
19
and
c20 = c02  − Na2d
ad
2
= −
1
2
ad
1 + ad2 + a2d1/2
.
20
The abbreviations
	0
  0 and 	2
  2 and 	
 D 21
bring to light that the s wave, Eq. 8, corresponds to the
two-qubit entangled state
	
 = c00	00
 + c20	20
 + c02	02
 . 22
We emphasize that for c00=0, which is equivalent to the
condition
a = −
1
d
23
on the interpolation parameter a, the state 	
 reduces to a
maximally entangled Bell state
	
max =
1
2 	02
 + 	20
 . 24
C. Schmidt decomposition
In the next step of our analysis we calculate the eigenval-
ues 	i of the one-particle reduced density operator

ˆ1 = Tr2	
	
= c00
2 + c02
2 	0
0	 + c20c00	2
0	 + c00c20	0
2	 + c20
2 	2
2	
25
following from the eigenvalue equation

ˆ1	 j
 = 	 j	 j
 26
with the eigenfunctions 	 j
. The reduced density matrix for
the first particle reads

1 = c002 + c202 c20c00
c20c00 c20
2  27
and yields the eigenvalue equation
	2 − 	 + c02
4
= 0, 28
where we have made use of the definitions, Eqs. 19 and
20, of c00 and c20, respectively, to show the identity
c00
2 + 2c20
2
= 1. 29
Hence, the eigenvalues take the form
	± =
1
21 ± 1 −  a2d1 + ad2 + a2d21/2 . 30
We are now in the position to obtain the Schmidt decom-
position 21
	
 = 
j=±
	 j	 j
	 j
 31
of the s-wave state 	
. Here 	 j
 and 	 j
 are the normalized
eigenvectors of the reduced density matrices for particles 1
and 2, respectively. Since the elementary s wave, Eq. 15, is
symmetric in the two particles, the members of the two sets
of eigenvectors may only differ by a phase factor, that is,
	 j
=eij	 j
. Moreover 	
 is real. Hence, only the phases
 j =0 and  j = are possible.
IV. MEASURES OF ENTANGLEMENT
We start our discussion of the relation between entangle-
ment and the negative domains of the Wigner function by
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first calculating for the s wave, Eq. 8, the entanglement as
defined by the von Neumann entropy ED. Moreover we
use the Schmidt decomposition, Eq. 31, to calculate the
maximal value of the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt CHSH
sum SD as a measure of nonclassicality. Both ED
and SD depend on the number D of dimensions and the
interpolation parameter a in a very similar way.
A. von Neumann entropy
As a measure of the entanglement E of pure states we use
the von Neumann entropy 6
E  − Tr
ˆ1 log2 
ˆ1 = − 
j
	 j log2 	 j . 32
Since for the s wave, Eq. 8, the one-particle reduced den-
sity matrix, Eq. 27, has just the two eigenvalues 	± given
by Eq. 30 the entanglement simplifies to
ED = − 	+ log2 	+ − 	− log2 	−. 33
On the top of Fig. 1 we show the dependence of the von
Neumann entropy ED on the interpolation parameter a
and the dimension D=2d. We recognize that the entangle-
ment vanishes for a=0, that is for the Gaussian state, and
reaches its maximum at a=−2/D=−1/d. It is interesting to
note that for this simple example of an s state the maximally
entangled state can be reached for any dimension D.
B. Nonclassicality
The Schmidt decomposition, Eq. 31, is a discrete repre-
sentation of the s wave, Eq. 8. We may compare this form
with the representation
	
 = 	↑
	↑
 + 	↓
	↓
 34
of an entangled state of two spin-12 particles. Here 	↑
 and 	↓

represent spins polarized along axes which may differ from
one particle to the other and  and  may be chosen to be
real with 2+2=1.
It has been shown 22–24 that for such a state the
Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt CHSH sum 8, S, of
four particular expectation values has the maximum value
S = 21 + 422. 35
The extent to which this value exceeds 2 is a measure of
nonclassical correlations. For all nonvanishing values of 
and , S lies between 2 and 22. The value 2 is obtained
when either  or  is equal to zero corresponding to no
entanglement. The value 22 is obtained when ==1/2
and corresponds to maximum entanglement.
When we compare the Schmidt decomposition Eq. 31
with the entangled state Eq. 34 we can identify 2=	+ and
2=	
−
which yields
SD = 21 +  a2d1 + ad2 + a2d21/2. 36
In the middle part of Fig. 1 we show the nonclassicality of
the s wave, Eq. 8, expressed by SD as a function of
dimension D=2d and the interpolation parameter a. In com-
plete agreement with the entanglement ED, SD van-
ishes for a Gaussian, that is a=0, and reaches its maximum
value SD=22 for a=−2/D=−1/d.
We conclude by noting that the agreement between the
two measures of entanglement, that is the von Neumann en-
tropy and the maximal value of the CHSH sum, in the case
FIG. 1. Comparison between three different measures of the
entanglement contained in the elementary s wave, Eq. 8, as a
function of the interpolation parameter a and number D=2d of
dimensions: The von Neumann entropy, Eq. 33 top, the maximal
value of the CHSH sum SD, Eq. 36 middle, and the numeri-
cally calculated negative volume V
−
D, Eq. 47 bottom, of
the Wigner function corresponding to the elementary s wave. All
three figures are similar in their characteristic features. In particular,
all three measures vanish for a Gaussian, that is a=0, and reach
their maximal values E=1, S=22 at the critical point a=−2/D.
The only exception to this behavior appears in two dimensions,
where the negative volume V
−
D has a local minimum at
a=−1 as shown on the left-hand inset. In all other dimensions we
observe an absolute maximum of V
−
D corresponding to maxi-
mally entangled states as shown by the example of D=4 in the
neighborhood of a=−0.5. On the left-hand inset the separation of
the ticks on the vertical and horizontal axes is 110−3 and
510−2, respectively. On the right-hand inset the separation of the
ticks on the vertical and horizontal axes is 310−3 and 510−3,
respectively. The horizontal axes on three figures are identical.
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of a pure qubit state such as the one given by Eq. 34 has
already been shown in Ref. 22.
V. WIGNER FUNCTION OF s WAVES
We now turn to the discussion of the relation between
entanglement and the negative parts of the Wigner function.
For this purpose we first briefly discuss the Wigner function
of the elementary s wave, Eq. 8, and focus on the domains
of phase space where the Wigner function takes on negative
values.
A. General expression
We recall 2 the definition
WD 
1
2D  dD*r − 12r + 12e−ik· 37
of the Wigner function WDWDr ,k.
For the elementary s wave, Eq. 8, of our study we can
perform the integrations analytically using hyperspherical
coordinates 25,26 and known Fourier transforms and find
27
Wa
D
= −De−r
2
−k21 + aPaD , 38
where the polynomial
PaD  −r2 − +k2 + r2 + k22 − 4k2r2 sin2 u 39
contains the coefficients
±a,D  2
1 + aD/2 ± a
1 + aD/22 + a2D/2
40
and
a,D 
a
1 + aD/22 + a2D/2
. 41
Hence, the Wigner function depends on r	r	, k	k	 and
on the angle u between r and k, that is, WDr ,k
=WDr ,k ,u. Moreover, WD contains an explicit depen-
dence on the interpolation parameter a and on the number D
of dimensions.
B. Special examples
In order to study this dependence we now consider three
limiting cases of a.
1. Separable Gaussian
We start with the case of a Gaussian, that is a=0, which
reduces Eq. 38 to the Gaussian Wigner function
Wa=0
D
= −De−r
2
−k2 42
which is positive everywhere.
2. “Shell” wave function
Next we consider the limit a→ ± of Eq. 38 leading to
the Wigner function
W
D  WS
D
= −De−r
2
−k21 + 4DPSD 43
of the “shell” function Eq. 11. The polynomial
PSD 
2D
D + 2
r2 +
1
D + 2
r2 + k22 − r2 + k2
−
4
D + 2
k2r2 sin2 u 44
contains terms which create domains in phase space where
WS
D is negative. Indeed, the last two contributions to PSD in
Eq. 44 are negative. However, for increasing number D of
space dimensions the influence of the negative regions de-
creases due to the prefactor of PSD in Eq. 43 as well as due
to the inverse dependence of the prefactor of the last term in
PSD. On the other hand, according to Eq. 44 the prefactor
of the first positive term to PSD is smallest for D=2 where it
is equal to 1 and approaches 2 for D→. Thus we suspect
that the influence of the negative domains in phase space is
most pronounced for D=2.
Moreover, the angle u plays a crucial role in the emer-
gence of negative domains. It enters into the Wigner function
through the last term of PSD in Eq. 44 in the form of the
square of a sine function. Therefore, this contribution van-
ishes for motions away from and through the origin, that is
for u=0 and u=. In the neighborhood of these angles the
negative parts of the Wigner function are not as pronounced
as they are for u= /2 corresponding to circular motion.
On the top left-hand side of Fig. 2 we show the Wigner
function WS
Dr ,k ,u multiplied by the appropriate factor
rD−1kD−1sin uD−2SDSD−1 from the volume element in D
dimensions. Here SD2D/2 /D /2 denotes 25 the sur-
face of a unit sphere in D dimensions.
To be specific we have chosen the dimension D=4 and
the specific angle u=5 /12. We note a dominant positive
maximum and a characteristic negative domain. The fat con-
tour line on the bottom of the figure marks the border be-
tween positive and negative domains. This border depends
sensitively on the angle u between position and momentum.
In order to bring this feature out most clearly we show on
the top right-hand side of Fig. 2 the contour lines of the
Wigner function separating positive from negative domains
for seven angles u starting from u=0 to u= /2 in steps of
 /12. We note that for increasing u the closed domain of
negativity increases until at u= /2 it opens up to a canal.
3. Maximally entangled state
Finally we turn to the maximally entangled state emerging
from the elementary s wave, Eq. 8, for a=−2/D. Here the
Wigner function, Eq. 38, takes the form
Wmax
D
= −De−r
2
−k21 + 4DPmax0  45
with
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Pmax0  12 r2 + k22 − r2 + k2 − 2k2r2 sin2 u . 46
When we compare this Wigner function to the one of the
“shell” wave we find a rather close analogy. The expressions
for WS
D
and W
max
D given by Eqs. 43 and 45 are identical.
The only difference between these formulas lies in the poly-
nomials PSD and Pmax0 defined by Eqs. 44 and 46, respec-
tively. It is remarkable that P
max
0 is independent of the num-
ber D of dimensions. Even more remarkable is the fact that
we obtain P
max
0 from PSD by setting D=0. Indeed, in
this case the first positive term in PSD disappears and the
prefactor 4 / D+2 of the negative contribution due to the
angle u assumes its maximal value 2.
These features suggest that the domains of phase space
where the Wigner function becomes negative should be
larger for W
max
D than for WS
D
. The bottom left-hand side of
Fig. 2 shows the Wigner function W
max
D for D=4 and the
angle u=5 /12 and confirms this suggestion. In comparison
to the Wigner function WS
D
of the “shell” wave displayed on
the top left-hand side of Fig. 2 the negative parts are much
more pronounced.
However, from the definition Eq. 44 of PSD we also
recognize that the second positive term r2+k22 is most ef-
fective when its prefactor D+2−1 is largest, that is, for
D=0. Indeed this behavior emerges on the bottom right-hand
side of Fig. 2 which depicts the border lines separating posi-
tive from negative domains of W
max
D in their dependence on
the angle u between r and k. In sharp contrast to the corre-
sponding picture for WS
D
shown on the top W
max
D is positive
in the center of r-k plane for angles u /4. Only for the
range  /4u3 /4 of the angle u the Wigner function
W
max
D takes negative values, however now reaching much
larger negative values.
VI. ENTANGLEMENT FROM NEGATIVE DOMAINS
OF WIGNER FUNCTIONS
In Sec. II we have brought to light the intimate connection
between the negativity of the Wigner function and the en-
tanglement appearing for hyperradial s waves. We now in-
vestigate this relation in a more quantitative way.
For this purpose we evaluate numerically the negative
volume 7,20
V
−

1
2  dDx dDk	Wx,k	 − 12 47
of the Wigner function, Eq. 38.
In the bottom part of Fig. 1 we show the dependence of
V
−
D on the number D of dimensions and the interpola-
tion parameter a. In accordance with the entanglement
ED and CHSH sum SD we find that for a Gaussian,
that is for a=0, the negative volume V
−
D vanishes in
any dimensions. Furthermore for 2D the negative volume
V
−
D decreases and increases with decreasing and in-
FIG. 2. Wigner functions WS
D top left and W
max
D bottom left given by Eqs. 43 and 45 and corresponding to the “shell” wave
function Eq. 11 and the maximally entangled state Eq. 13, respectively, multiplied by the appropriate factor rD−1kD−1sin uD−2SDSD−1
representing the volume element in D dimensions. Both distributions display dominant positive maxima and a characteristic negative
domain. The latter is clearly more pronounced at the expense of the positive contributions in the case of the Wigner function of the
maximally entangled state. Contour lines on the bottom emphasize the positive regions solid thin curves and the negative regions dotted
curves as well as the border line fat curve between them. For both figures in the left-hand column we have chosen the dimension D=4 and
the angle u between r and k equal to 5 /12. Border lines separating positive regions of WS
D top right and W
max
D bottom right from
negative ones for different angles u but fixed dimension D=4. In the case of WS
D
all border lines connect the same points on the k axis. As
the angle u increases starting from u=0 in steps of  /12 the border lines circumnavigate increasing volumes in phase space. When u=0 the
negative domain of the Wigner function is smallest. In the other extreme, that is, for u= /2 we find an open canal. For angles u smaller than
 /4 the Wigner function W
max
D
of the maximally entangled state is always positive.
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creasing entanglement. This behavior also appears for D=2,
except that there is a minute dip in the negative volume at
the critical point a=−2/D shown on the left-hand inset of
Fig. 1.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
For the case of hyperradial s waves there exists an inti-
mate connection between the two most prominent signatures
of the quantum world, that is entanglement and negativity of
the Wigner functions. Consequently, the Wigner function of
an s state has negative domains if, and only if, this state is
entangled. Furthermore, with the help of the elementary s
wave, Eq. 8, we have demonstrated that the correspondence
between entanglement and the negativity of the Wigner func-
tion is not only qualitative but quantitative. It turns out that
the negative volume, which we have used as a measurement
of the negativity, obeys the same dependence on the number
of dimensions and on the interpolation parameter of the el-
ementary s wave, as entanglement. The only exception to
this rule appears in the case of two-dimensional quantum
systems. This peculiarity of the two-dimensional systems is
reminiscent of the anticentrifugal force which is attractive for
D=2 but repulsive for D2 20.
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